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FADE IN:

INT. CLASSROOM — DAY

The first day of class. A TEACHER writes his name on the 
blackboard.  Twenty Anglo, uniformed, seventh-graders sit 
quietly at their desks waiting patiently for their well-
dressed teacher to finish.

He faces the students, revealing the words: "Algebra. Mr. 
Mohammed Albazini". A PORTLY BOY blurts out.

PORTLY BOY
Are you a Muslim?

MOHAMMED
Yes, I--

The class gasps, but the PORTLY BOY doesn’t miss a beat.

PORTLY BOY
--Why do Muslims hate freedom?

MOHAMMED
We don’t hate freedom.  Most
Muslims long for freedom.

PORTLY BOY
Then why did you blow up the World
Trade Center?

MOHAMMED
I didn’t blow up the World Trade 
Center. Madmen did. And they 
weren’t true Muslims. Because in 
Islam, the religion clearly states 
that harming innocent people is a 
sin. So, those people couldn’t have 
been real Muslims, could they?

The children lose interest.

MOHAMMED (CONT’D)
How about a joke...

(beat)
Knock, Knock.

THE KIDS
Who’s there?

MOHAMMED
September 11th.



THE KIDS
(trying to keep in unison)

September 11th who?

MOHAMMED
Ah! You all said you’d never 
forget!

The entire class stares blankly.

SMASH CUT TO:

MAIN TITLE SEQUENCE

An ARAB DRUM BEAT plays as an AMERICAN FLAG blows in the 
wind. A strong gust REVEALS:

EXT. OUTDOOR ARENA - MORNING

Five hundred GRADUATES occupy the center of the decorated 
stadium floor as FAMILIES settle in, anxious for the ceremony 
to begin.

A MAN’S VOICE
Teddy Roosevelt once said, “Either 
an American is an American and 
nothing else, or he is no American 
at all.”

Miniature American flags accompany every seat in the house. 
There are hundreds of them.

A MAN’S VOICE (CONT’D)
An American is defined simply as “a 
person of the United States of 
America.”

WELL-DRESSED MEN in black suits seem to patrol a safety 
perimeter around the arena.

A MAN’S VOICE (CONT’D)
So, it’s a good thing that I, 
without a doubt, am a perfect 
example of the quintessential 
“American.”

THE MUSIC ABRUPTLY STOPS AS WE CUT TO:

A YOUNG, ARAB MAN’S BEARDED FACE staring straight ahead. He 
is beyond frightened.
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A MAN’S VOICE (CONT’D)
Hello America. Here I am, Osama 
Ahmed Abou-Bakr, the perfect 
example of the quintessential 
American. And yes, you heard that 
right. My name is Osama, but my 
fellow Americans call me Sam.

Beads of sweat drip down SAM’S face. He stands at the rear of 
the stadium floor as the ENTIRE GRADUATING CLASS sits before 
him, focused on the SPEAKER on-stage.

SPEAKER
...Life is a journey full of 
promising roads and honorable 
decisions. Follow your heart, and 
your dreams will be without a doubt 
a future to behold...

Sam is not listening. He is fixating on the inevitable long 
walk to the stage.

SAM’S VOICE
That podium is my Mecca. And I’m
about to make the pilgrimage.

Sam closes his eyes. He takes a deep breath. A smack on the 
back startles him. It’s BRETT.

BRETT
Sam. He’s just a man.

SAM
(unconvincing)

I’m fine.

SAM’S VOICE
That’s Brett, my college roommate.

BRETT
Just look for your parents, use 
your note cards, and kick some ass.

SAM
(to himself)

Kick some ass.

BRETT
Yeah! Kick some ass, dude.

The Speaker introduces Sam, incidentally butchering his name. 
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SPEAKER
...please welcome our 
Valedictorian, Osama Ahmamed...

(stuttering)
...Abou-Baker...

AN OVERWHELMING APPLAUSE cheers Sam up a bit.

SAM’S VOICE
They say when you’re nervous you
should imagine the audience in 
their underwear. We Muslims do 
things a little differently.

POOF! Instead of underwear, EVERYONE is wearing BURKAS! 
Simultaneously, they all look at Sam.

SAM’S VOICE (CONT’D)
There was a time when I would have
relished all this attention.

As Sam takes his first step, Brett gives Sam another friendly 
SMACK:

EXT. COUNTY FAIR — DAY — 15 YEARS EARLIER

SAM, now eight years old, stumbles onto a makeshift stage 
with a MAGIC WAND and CAPE. The AUDIENCE applauds. 
Theatrically, Sam makes a flower appear out of thin air. More 
applause.

YOUNG SAM
And for my next illusion, I will
lock myself in handcuffs and 
magically escape!

The Audience “Oohs” in anticipation as Sam locks himself up.

YOUNG SAM (CONT’D)
Allah-cadabrah!

Nothing happens. He tries again.

YOUNG SAM (CONT’D)
(more intense)

Allah-CADABRAH!

Still nothing. Sam is stuck.

HECKLER
He can’t even pull off his own 
trick!
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A building laughter erupts. Sam panics. It’s hopeless.

BESIDE THE STAGE stands a middle-aged Arab couple —- AHMED, a 
brooding mustached man, and HUDIYA, who wears a hijab (Muslim 
head-scarf) -- Sam’s parents. A simple smile from his mother 
calms Sam slightly.

GENIE (O.S.)
“Wake up and smell the hummus.”

INT. YOUNG SAM’S ROOM - LATER

Disney’s “Aladdin” plays. Still in his outfit, Sam is glued 
to the TELEVISION. A smile breaks through Sam’s defeated 
face.

SAM’S VOICE
There was one thing I could always
count on...Aladdin, my hero. And
before long, he ended up being
everyone else’s hero, too.

EXT. STREET — HALLOWEEN NIGHT

Trick-or-treaters crowd the Suburban streets.

SAM’S VOICE
I can’t think of another time in
American History when everyone 
wanted to be an Arab Muslim.

Sam is dressed as Aladdin, along with half the block. He 
smiles from ear to ear.

SAM’S VOICE (CONT’D)
And there she was...

HALEY, 8, a natural Princess Jasmine, walks with her friends.

SAM’S VOICE (CONT’D)
...my Princess Jasmine. If there 
was one night that I had a chance, 
it was that night...the night when 
I was just like everyone else.

A nervous Young Sam runs up to Haley.

YOUNG SAM
Hi Haley. Can I trick-or-treat with
you?
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HALEY
Oh, I’m sorry. I’ve already have my
Aladdin.

Sam eyes some BOY dressed just like him. Haley turns back to 
her friends, laughing as they continue their Arabian Night 
without him.

EXT. ABOU-BAKR RESTAURANT — DAY — FOUR YEARS LATER

“Prince Ali”, from Disney’s “Aladdin”, plays over a bare 
storefront. A SOLD SIGN hangs over the front window.

INT. ABOU-BAKR RESTAURANT — CONTINUOUS

YOUNG SAM, now 12, sports a peach-fuzz moustache. “Aladdin” 
is on the TV again. Ahmed and Hudiya unpack boxes behind him.

SAM’S VOICE
From that moment on, I only watched
the part of the movie with Prince 
Ali. Aladdin sucked.

On the television, Prince Ali does a magic trick with an 
apple.

AHMED
Osama, come in here.

Sam gets up from the TV and joins his mother and father. 
Ahmed puts his arm around Sam.

AHMED (CONT’D)
You know, back in Lebanon, my Dad
worked his entire life and had
nothing to show for it.

Ahmed takes a moment.

AHMED (CONT’D)
And now we have our very own
restaurant...

Ahmed holds his wife with his other arm.

AHMED (CONT’D)
Allah Ackbar. God is Great.

Ahmed, joyously pats Sam on the back.
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EXT. OUTDOOR ARENA — PRESENT DAY

Sam stumbles into the aisle. He scans the crowd of burka-
wearing graduates.

SAM’S VOICE
So here I am.  Valedictorian in
the land of opportunity, where
anything can happen.

One GIRL —- the only one in a cap and gown -- stands out from 
the crowd. Her beauty is hypnotizing.

SAM’S VOICE (CONT’D)
See her?

This is EMILY FITZGERALD, 23, with kind eyes, soft features, 
and an inviting smile. Her eyes dart over to follow him. Sam 
dodges the eye contact.

SAM’S VOICE (CONT’D)
Yeah, the one that just looked at 
me. She’s the girl next door. That 
is, if you live next door to the 
White House.

Those beads of sweat from earlier haven’t stopped in the 
slightest.

SAM’S VOICE (CONT’D)
As Valedictorian, I am introducing 
our keynote speak...her father... 
the most powerful man in the 
world...the President of the United 
States...of America.

Sam takes a huge gulp and suddenly everyone is back in 
uniform. Sam’s world has returned to normal. And the      
WELL-DRESSED MEN suddenly make sense — they are the SECRET 
SERVICE.

SAM’S VOICE (CONT’D)
Now I might not be the President’s
daughter, but I also stand out in
a crowd.

INT. SAM’S HIGH SCHOOL — DAY — FIVE YEARS AGO

Sam walks down the hallway, moving against the flow of 
traffic.

He opens his locker. Inside, his school books, journal, 
binders, and the QU’RAN.
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SAM’S VOICE
Being a Muslim in America can be
very lonely growing up.

He eyes the holy book, and closes the locker.

INT. SCHOOL CAFETERIA — DAY

Sam stands in the middle of the lunchroom, staring at the two 
signs above him: PEPPERONI PIZZA and BBQ PORK.

SAM’S VOICE
You see, Muslims can’t eat pork.

WHIP PAN TO: THE SALAD BAR. Someone sneezes on the greens.

INT. LIBRARY — LATER

The quietest place in school, Sam kneels on his prayer mat in 
the corner, facing East.

SAM’S VOICE
Muslims also have to pray five 
times a day.

Sam stands, reciting the prayer aloud.

LIBRARIAN
SHHHH!

The LIBRARIAN eyes Sam with her old eyes. Sam ignores her, 
and kneels to continues praying. He recites another verse.

LIBRARIAN (CONT’D)
SHHHHHHHHHHH!!!! My God!

INT. HIGH SCHOOL HOUSE PARTY — NIGHT

This place is disastrous, full of BABES, JOCKS, and beer.

SAM’S VOICE
We can’t consume alcohol.

Sam sits on a couch talking to a CUTE GIRL.  While Sam’s not 
looking, a JOCK walks up and spikes Sam’s drink.

CUTE GIRL
I like you, Sam.  I like you 
because you’re different.

Sam tries to play it cool.
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SAM
I just gotta be me, babe.

As the Cute Girl laughs and scoots closer in, Sam takes a sip 
of his spiked drink. Instantly, Sam spews out the drink... 
all over the Cute Girl’s face.

SAM’S VOICE
Even with all my differences, 
nothing could’ve prepared me for 
what happened next.

EXT. SAM’S HIGH SCHOOL — DAY

A beautiful Autumn day. School is in session. The sun is 
shining. Birds are singing. A jet engine in the air.

INT. SAM’S HIGH SCHOOL — DAY

An empty hallway. Lockers line the walls that lead to two 
double doors.

Suddenly, an enormous BOOM!

Sam smashes through the doors, the front-runner in a 
marathon. The entire school chases after him. Every student, 
teacher, counselor, and custodian rushes after Sam.

FREEZE FRAME on Sam’s petrified face.

SAM’S VOICE
This isn’t exactly as it 
happened...but it’s how I felt.

INT. SAM’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Sam sits in between his parents on the couch watching the 
television.

SAM’S VOICE
If the entire country was covered
by a blanket of fear, then our
house was fear-central.

Sam holds his Mother’s hand.

SAM’S VOICE (CONT’D)
The Qu’ran has prayers for moments
like this.  Thankfully, my mom was 
on top of it.
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Hudiya looks at Sam and starts to recite a prayer. Sam joins 
in, followed by Ahmed.

SAM, AHMED, AND HUDIYA
(in Arabic)

Oh, Lord! Help us to hold fast all
together to Your path, even in the 
shaky times...

SAM’S VOICE
I needed a change of scenery.

FADE TO:

EXT. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BERKLEY — ONE YEAR LATER

An amber morning light shines on the beautiful campus.

SAM’S VOICE
So I went to the most liberal 
college in America.

We CRANE DOWN past the “University of California Berkley” 
sign and onto PRETTY GIRLS, HACKEY SACKERS, and acoustic 
GUITARISTS. Sam smiles wide at the glowing opportunity to fit 
in, now sporting the FULL BEARD we’ve already seen him in.

SAM’S VOICE (CONT’D)
My favorite part of Cal Berkley?

A sea of brown, Asian, black, Latino, Indian, Pakistani, 
Arab, and Jewish people spill out of the front doors.

SAM’S VOICE (CONT’D)
Minorities. A majority of 
minorities.

INT. COLLEGE CLASSROOM — DAY

The PROFESSOR hands Sam his graded paper. It’s an “A+”.

PROFESSOR
See me after class.

INT. PROFESSOR’S OFFICE - DAY

Sam awaits the meeting, encouraged.

PROFESSOR
Sam, you have a gift.

(beat)
(MORE)
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I think I have something you might
be interested in.

INT. JOURNALISM DEPARTMENT — DAY

Sam discusses news stories with the other STUDENT 
JOURNALISTS.

SAM’S VOICE
I had finally found where I fit in.

A BLISSFUL SAM smiles. Brett greets Sam, welcoming him to the 
office.

A SERIES OF SHOTS: 

1) Sam circles potential news stories.

SAM’S VOICE (CONT’D)
Journalism: My calling.

2) Sam types up a front-page article. The camera PUSHES IN on 
the Author: "Written by Osama Abou-Bakr".

3) The school newspaper press mass-produces Sam’s article.

4) Sam shakes hands with the Dean while posing for a photo.

EXT. OUTDOOR ARENA — BACK TO PRESENT

A CAMERA FLASH as Sam arrives to the stage. He steps up to 
the podium. From here, he can see PRESIDENT FITZGERALD 
backstage, waiting for Sam to give the introduction.

SAM’S VOICE
There he is. The President of the
United States of America.

FOUR SECRET SERVICE AGENTS surround him, with an endless 
amount of POLICEMEN guarding each entrance. All eyes are on 
Sam. His palms begin to sweat.

SAM’S VOICE (CONT’D)
And there’s me. The quintessential
American.

Everyone is waiting.

SAM
Today...is a great day...

PROFESSOR (CONT'D)
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FEEDBACK from the microphone does not boost his confidence. 
Sam looks around, scanning the Arena for his parents.

SAM (CONT’D)
When I was a boy, my parents--

Sam spots TWO EMPTY SEATS on the upper level -- the only 
empty seats in the house. Sam is heartbroken, barely able to 
hold himself together.

Sam can hear his HEARTBEAT accelerate. He wipes his hands on 
his gown.

SAM (CONT’D)
(frustrated, to himself)

Hold yourself together, Sam. Come 
on.

In one last desperate measure to maintain his composure, Sam 
shuts his eyes:

INT. SAM’S HOUSE — NIGHT

Sam reunites with his parents on the couch. He’s older now, 
but still in the middle. His mother grabs his hand.

HUDIYA
(in Arabic)

Oh Lord! Help us to hold fast all
together to Your path...

Sam continues with his mother:

HUDIYA AND SAM
(with growing tension, 
still in Arabic)

...even in the shaky times. Lord!
You have promised to help us...

Ahmed joins in --

SAM
(louder, still in Arabic)

...in our time of trouble and 
need...We rest upon Your word.

EXT. OUTDOOR ARENA — BACK TO SCENE

Sam opens his eyes, finishing the prayer aloud:
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SAM
(still in Arabic)

We rest upon Your word.

Complete silence. Suddenly, a SCREAM. He then realizes, he’s 
been saying the whole prayer aloud...in Arabic —-

-- THE AUDIENCE panics. Some are already on their feet --

-- Sam gets even more anxious. He is dripping with sweat --

-- Deep within the crowd, Emily stands. Her bodyguard, AGENT 
SAFFROWS, pushes through the crowd towards her --

-- ON STAGE, the Secret Service secure The President --

-- The crowd moves like a disoriented mob. People start 
screaming for help, racing for the doors --

-- Back on Sam, he tries to remember his speech.

SAM (CONT’D)
Please...everyone...

-- Sam frantically searches for his note cards, but they are 
in his pockets. His gown is blocking access. In pure panic, 
Sam unzips his gown —-

-- AN AGENT spots Sam --

AGENT
Code Red! I repeat! We have a--

-- Sam finally grabs his notecards. He takes a deep breath --

SAM
Today, is a great-–

-- The Agent BOLTS for Sam. And then --

-- SMACK! The notecards fly through the air as Sam is tackled 
off the stage, falling face first into the first few rows of 
chairs below --

AGENT
Secure! I have the suspect!

-- The AGENT slowly gets off of Sam. Sam’s notecards float to 
the ground like feathers --

-- ON THE LAST NOTECARD: “Today is a great day.” --

TO READ MORE CONTACT ME: COLINFERRI@GMAIL.COM
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